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In 1980, the first Chausson model
was unveiled in Paris. It was called
Odyssée 4000 and it was… a van!
Suffice it to say that "van culture", just
like innovation, is a part of our identity.
Many of our customers have made their
CHAUSSON their travelling companion
and have shared their experience by
sending us wonderful photos.
Join the movement as a CHAUSSON
customer and share your fondest
memories on Instagram and
Facebook using the hashtag:
s
1267 Like
r
gi
_
in
van_

@

son

#MyChaus

Consider adding
#MyChausson
to your posts!

All technical characteristics (texts and photos) valid
at the time of printing (august 2021) are provided by
Chausson for general guidance. They may be subject
to modification, often because of technical progress.
Non-contractual document.
Since Chausson is committed to the environment, this
publication has been printed on PEFC paper from sustainably
managed forests. Where there are multilingual versions, the
French text is the binding version.

www.instagram.com/
chaussonmotorhome

www.facebook.com/
chausson.campingcar

Visit our new site
www.chausson-motorhomes.com

TRIGANO VDL
1, av. de Rochebonne - CS 69003
07302 Tournon-sur-Rhône Cedex - FRANCE
Tél. +33 (0)4 75 07 55 00
contact@chausson.tm.fr
Design and layout: jourj.buzz
Pictures: Ronan Kerloch, Sébastien Sassoulas, Benjamin Cellier, Olivier Devise
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www.youtube.com/
ChaussonCampingCar

Chausson is a subsidiary of the
TRIGANO Group, Europe’s number
one in recreational vehicles

We would like to thank #MyChausson users for their photos:
@aerial.janine, @dwnaturesports, @laurencemartarello, @lesaventuresdecelestin, @fritsch.loick, @milto34,
@pilatescapdantibes, @tim_at_sea, @travelmonkeys47055, @van_in_gir
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THE GOOD REASONS
TO CHOOSE CHAUSSON
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V594S
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The ultra-compact vehicle

V594 MAX
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The family-friendly vehicle

V697

V594
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The best-seller

V690
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The adventurer

14

The modular vehicle
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@laurencemartarello

is the only
vehicle manufacturer to offer
you all these advantages,
simultaneously and as a
standard feature, starting
with the basic models!

@Dwnaturesports

@fritsch.loick

@aerial.janine

@tim_at_sea
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@lesaventuresdecelestin

@pilatescapdantibes
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Our vehicles are ready to go:
EXTERIOR AWNING AS STANDARD

stin

Solar panel

Water tightness guaranteed
for seven years
Page 7

Traction +
Electric step

Modular solutions:

nine

bes

V594S PREMIUM - V594 PREMIUM



V697



V690



Bed System

Flexbox

Flexbed

Easier mattress and bed
base storage in a van

Removable storage modules to
adapt how the space is used

Electric drop down bed that offers
a garage for 2 bicycles, but also a
very comfortable XXL bed
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MANUFACTURING SECRETS

THE CHASSIS, AN ESSENTIAL ELEMENT
for high-quality travel
Fiat is still THE
reference brand on the
motorhome market.
1,800 specialized “Fiat
Camper Assistance”
workshops in Europe and
24/7 phone assistance.

New dashboard
New engine
New grille

STANDARD BASIC EQUIPMENT
New Euro 6d-final engine

✔

16" alloy wheels

✔

Tire repair kit

✔

Dynamic trajectory control (ESP): this program optimizes stability
on the road and in curves and improves braking

✔

hill-start assist function

✔

Ignition interlock system

✔

Anti-slipping (ASR): a system that regulates acceleration
to keep the driving wheels from losing traction

✔

Traction +: Improves the handling of the motorhome
on difficult or low grip terrain

✔

Start&Stop

✔

Six-speed gearbox

✔

Central Locking

✔

Swivel seats in the cab, with double armrests and adjustable height

✔

Driver and passenger airbag

✔

Manual cab air conditioning

✔

Integrated DAB antenna

✔

Central bottle-carrier console with a cell phone compartment

✔
75L

Fuel tank capacity

Engine specification
Cubic capacity
Power HP-kW

2,2 L
160-118

Nm torque

320

350

380

Belt

Belt

Belt

Chassis

First Line

Road Line
VIP

Road Line
Premium

✔

✔

✔

O

O

O

O

O

O

3,5 T (light)

(1)

3,5 T (heavy) (2)
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2,2 L
140-103

Drive train

3,3 T

9-speed automatic (option)

2,2 L
120-88

✔ : standard - O : option
(1) V690-V697: 3,5 T (light) as standard - (2) Except V594S - Not compatible with 120 HP engine and pop up roof option

CHAUSSON | 2022
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A DEDICATED
production unit
A 23,000 m² production unit equipped with the latest
technology, dedicated solely to manufacturing vans

See a video
of the plant
www.chausson-motorhomes.com

ADVICE
With 170 dealers, Chausson offers one of
Europe’s most extensive networks. This means
guaranteed support whenever you travel.
PROOF OF OUR CONFIDENCE:

VPS INSULATION BONUSES*
• Better insulation (heating/cooling),
• elimination of thermal bridges,
• better heat distribution,
• lower energy consumption,
• better soundproofing.
*as standard on the Road Line

A WATER-TIGHTNESS
7-YEAR WARRANTY!
Subject to an annual check-up by a
certified member of our network.

GRADE 3
All our Road Line vans have Grade 3 insulation
certification that provides maximum
comfort in both summer and winter.
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SELECTION GUIDE

A SELECTION OF
3 configurations
Discover our
vans in video
www.chausson-motorhomes.com

FIRST LINE
THE ESSENTIAL (AND MUCH MORE…)
Engine 120 HP
Exterior awning
Solar panel (120 W)
Manual cab air conditioning
Driver and passenger airbag
Cruise control and speed limiter
Electric de-icing rearview mirrors
Traction +: Improves the handling of the
motorhome on difficult or low grip terrain
16" alloy wheels
Prewired speakers for cab radio
Integrated DAB antenna
Swivel seats in the cab,
with double armrests and adjustable height
Rear opening windows
Electric step
Bathroom with window
Panoramic skylight
Dining area table extension
Exterior table stand
100% LED lighting
USB ports

White

POP UP ROOF (optional)

Furniture Trendy

Tissu Napoli

OPTIONS
 Arctic pack
 Pack +
Engine 140 HP, Bluetooth
radio DAB with touchscreen
and steering wheel control
and reversing cameral
Isofix (optional)
involves
modification of
the bench design

 Chassis 3.5 T (light/heavy) (1)
 Bike rack
 Extension kit for
dinette bedding
 Pop up roof (3)
 Fuel tank capacity 90 L

Multimedia station (pack +)
- Multimedia station on large touchscreen 8” (Fiat) / 9’’ (Ford),
- FM/DAB+ radio to travel all around Europe,
- Compatibility to smartphones,

200 cm
130 cm
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- Direct access to main functions and reverse camera,
- Bluetooth, USB port
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ROAD LINE VIP

ROAD LINE PREMIUM

FIRST LINE CONFIGURATION
AND MORE FEATURES

ROAD LINE VIP CONFIGURATION
AND MORE SOPHISTICATION

Engine 140 HP

Coded front bumper

Maxi cab provides generous living space

"Cornering" Fog lights (the fog lights
automatically turn when turning)

Cab seat covers with matching cushions

Leather-encased steering wheel and gearshift

Heating using vehicle fuel digitally programmed
and used while on the road

Wraparound cab blinds

Large sliding kitchen drawers

Flat windows

Rear additional storage (depending on model)

"Bed System: easier mattress
and bed base storage in a van (V594S-V594)"

Wardrobe

Foldable dinette table

Flyscreen door

Wooden shower duck board

Bathroom with folding partition

Extra mirror

Lighting on the outside

Extra LED lighting

VIP furniture and fabrics

Premium kitchen countertop

VIP outside decoration

Premium furniture and fabrics

VPS insulation

Premium outside decoration

White

Lanzarote grey
(optional)

Furniture Okasha

Campovolo
(optional)

Black
(optional)

Fabrics Bergamo

White

Lanzarote grey
(optional)

Furniture
Hermitage

OPTIONS

Campovolo
(optional)

Black
(optional)

Fabrics Pescara

OPTIONS

A
 rctic pack

 9-speed automatic gearbox

A
 rctic pack

 9-speed automatic gearbox

S
 afety Pack

 Engine 160 HP-117 kW

U
 ltimate pack

 Engine 160 HP-117 kW

V
 isibility pack

 Fuel tank capacity 90 L

S
 afety Pack

 Fuel tank capacity 90 L

P
 ack +
Chassis 3,5 T (light),
Cornering" Fog lights,
Bluetooth radio DAB
with touchscreen and
steering wheel control
and reversing camera

 Chassis 3.5 T (heavy)(1)

V
 isibility pack

 Chassis 3.5 T (heavy)(1)

 Wraparound cab blinds

P
 ack +
Chassis 3,5 T (light), electric
folding mirrors, Bluetooth
radio DAB with touchscreen
and steering wheel control
and reversing camera

 Bike rack

 Bike rack
 Isofix

(2)

 Pop up roof

(3)

 Isofix(2)
 Pop up roof (3)

(1) V594S : heavy chassis not compatible - V690-V697 : 3,5 T (light) as standard - (2) Except V594S - (3) 3,5 T (light) chassis mandatory - not compatible with 3.5 T (heavy) chassis

Arctic pack (2)

Ultimate pack

Safety Pack

Insulated and heated waste water tank,
insulation on outside water and heating
circuits, gasoil heating 5500 W (Road Line
VIP) or combi gasoil electrical D6E 6000 W
heating (First Line, Road Line Premium),
thermal insulation cover for cab dashboard
and windows, curtains for rear doors
(except First Line), roman blinds in dinette

Electric handbrake, keyless start
and drive, fully LED lights

Collision warning, lane-crossing
monitoring, rain and brightness
detector, Sign recognition

Visibility pack
Panoramic view roof, rear side
window on driver's side*
*V594S, V594Max: rear side window on
driver's side can't be fitted on
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CHAUSSON / VANS

 5.41 m 
Perfect for going where you want, when
you want, with complete discretion,
including in your everyday life.

V594 S

The ultra-compact vehicle

VIP

VIP


Bathroom with pop-up
toilet and window


Maxi Cab: take advantage of maximum room and a ceiling height
that stays the same all along the length of your Chausson van

VIP
F
 lyscreen door
H
 eating using
vehicle fuel digitally
programmed and used
while on the road

VIP


Foldable rear bed
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 5.99 m 
The V594S's big brother, available here in a 5.99 m
version means it offers more space.
Certainly one of the most tried-and-tested
(and popular) layouts on the market.

V594

The Best Seller

FIRST LINE
 Rear opening windows
 Electric step
 Exterior awning
 Solar panel (120 W)
 Panoramic skylight

FIRST LINE


Large rear bed, can be folded away if space is needed


Specific to the FIRST LINE,
the refrigerator is easily
accessible from the inside
and the outside of the van

FIRST LINE
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CHAUSSON / VANS

 5.99 m 
Measuring less than 6 metres, this
model features 4 permanent beds.
Chausson goes even further by making
these beds removable for 2, 3 or 4 people.

V594 MAX

The family-friendly
vehicle

VIP

VIP

VIP
L
 arge sliding kitchen drawers
 Bathroom with folding partition

VIP

VIP


Detachable rear double beds
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 6.36 m 
It has both a proper garage area and a
generous XXL sleeping area. Its secret?
An electric fold-down bed (above the garage
area) which can be accessed without a
ladder when the garage hold is not in use.

V690

The adventurer


uring the daytime
D
The storage space is functional: resistant
covering, stowage hooks, etc.
At night-time
In its low position, the size of the
bed is incredibly generous
In its intermediate position, the bed
also serves to create the garage hold

PREMIUM
 Flat windows
 Wooden shower duck board

190 cm

PREMIUM

PREMIUM

PREMIUM
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CHAUSSON / VANS

 6.36 m 
Chausson has succeeded in meeting the
difficult challenge of equipping a van with
2 good‑sized twin beds. You'll love its smart
storage solutions such as its double floor under
the bed for storing the camping table and chairs.

V697

The modular vehicle

VIP

VIP
 VPS insulation for a high sound
and thermal insulating power

VIP
VIP


Flexbox: Removable storage modules
to adapt how the space is used
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Large twin beds

PANORAMA / 2023

COMPACT
5,41 m

M

TWIN
BEDS

DROP DOWN
BED
2,10 m

V594S

2,05 m

2,05 m

TRANSVERSAL
BEDS

2,05 m
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MEDIUM
5,99 m

MAXI
6,36 m
V697

2,05 m

X550

V690
A van-motorhome combination

2,05 m

Dedicated
brochure

V594

V594Max

VANS

X550

DROP DOWN BED
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CHAUSSON / VANS

-6 m

V594S

V594
ROAD LINE

FIRST LINE

VIP

ROAD LINE

FIRST LINE

Premium

VIP

Premium

Brand
Engine HP-kW

120-88

140-103

120-88

Overall length (m)

5,41

5,99

Overall width (m)

2,05

2,05

Overall height (m)

2,61

2,61

Interior height (m)

1,88

1,88

Wheelbase (m)

3,45

4,03

Wheels size

16”

16”

4

4

Seats authorised for road use
Sleeping berths

2

Max technically permissible laden mass
Vehicle bodycoach weight in running order (+/- 5%)

2

2+1*

2+1*

Dining seats

4

4

3300

3300

2856

2877

2915

2944

Towable weight

2500

2500

Fresh water tank capacity

90 L

100 L

Waste water tank capacity

90 L

90 L

✔

✔

Pre equipment for leisure battery
(battery supplied by the dealer)
Diesel heater & boiler
Gas heater
Boiler 10 L (gas) heater with electronic ignition

2+1*

2+1*

2965

3003

-

4000 W

4000 W

-

4000 W

4000 W

4000 W

-

-

4000 W

-

-

-

✔

-

-

✔

-

-

O

O

-

-

80 L

80 L

70 L

70 L

-

-

133/110 x 190

144 x 190

Twin bed

-

-

Electric drop down bed, 2 pers. (max. 250 kg)

-

-

Upper berth

-

-

Upper berth

Dining area convertible in extra spare bed

Compressor fridge 12V/230V

O

O

-

Fridge gas/12V/230V

Van DESIGNATION
- : Can’t be fitted on
✔ : Standard equipment / O: option
*Additional beds are available by converting the
dining area using the Trigano Service option
(1) According homologation

1st FIGURE
Length of the vehicle
5 = 5,... m
6 = 6,... m

V: VAN

3rd FIGURE

V594
2nd FIGURE
Version 1 to 9
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140-103

Rear bed type
0 = no fixed bed
4 = transverse bed
7 = twin beds

FIRST LINE
THE ESSENTIAL (AND MUCH MORE…)

V594Max
ROAD LINE

FIRST LINE

VIP

120-88

Premium

 	 Engine 120 HP
 	 Exterior awning
 	 Solar panel (120 W)
 	 Manual cab air conditioning
 	 Driver and passenger airbag
 	 Cruise control and speed limiter
White
 	 Electric de-icing rearview mirrors
 	 Traction +: Improves the handling of the motorhome on difficult or low grip terrain
 	 16" alloy wheels
 	 Prewired speakers for cab radio
 	 Integrated DAB antenna
 	 Swivel seats in the cab, with double armrests and adjustable height
 	 Rear opening windows
 	 Electric step
 	 Bathroom with window
 	 Panoramic skylight
 	 Dining area table extension
 	 Exterior table stand
 	 100% LED lighting
 	 USB ports

140-103
5,99
2,05
2,61
Furniture Trendy

1,88

ROAD LINE VIP

4,03

FIRST LINE

16”

AND MORE FEATURES

4
4

4+1*

4+1*

2985

3023

4
3300
2964

Fabrics Napoli

2500
100 L
90 L

 	 Engine 140 HP
 	 Maxi cab provides generous living space
 	 Cab seat covers with matching cushions
 	 Heating using vehicle fuel digitally programmed and used while on the road
 	 Large sliding kitchen drawers
 	 Rear additional storage (V594, V697)
 	 Wardrobe
 	 Flyscreen door
 	 Bathroom with folding partition (except V594S)
 	 Lighting on the outside
 	 VIP furniture and fabrics
 	 VIP outside decoration
 	 VPS insulation

✔
-

4000 W

4000 W

4000 W

-

-

-

✔

-

140 x 186

Furniture Okasha

Fabrics Bergamo

White

Lanzarote
grey (option)

Campovolo
grey (option)

Black
(option)

ROAD LINE PREMIUM

-

ROAD LINE VIP

-

AND MORE SOPHISTICATION

132 x 183
-

O

O

-

80 L

80 L

70 L

-

-

 	 Coded front bumper
 	 Cornering" Fog lights (the fog lights automatically turn when turning)
 	 Leather-encased steering wheel and gearshift
 	 Wraparound cab blinds
 	 Flat windows
 	 Bed System: easier mattress
and bed base storage in a van (V594S-V594)
 	 Foldable dinette table
 	 Wooden shower duck board
 	 Extra mirror
 	 Extra LED lighting
 	 Premium kitchen countertop
 	 Premium furniture and fabrics
 	 Premium outside decoration
White

Furniture Hermitage

Fabrics Pescara

Campovolo
grey (option)

Lanzarote
grey (option)

Black
(option)
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CHAUSSON / VANS

+6 m

V690

V697

ROAD LINE
VIP

ROAD LINE

FIRST LINE

Premium

VIP

Premium

Brand
Engine HP-kW

140-103

120-88

Overall length (m)

6,36

6,36

Overall width (m)

2,05

2,05

Overall height (m)

2,61

2,61

Interior height (m)

1,88

1,88

Wheelbase (m)

4,03

4,03

Wheels size

16”

16”

Seats authorised for road use

4

4

2+1*

Sleeping berths
Dining seats
Max technically permissible laden mass
Vehicle bodycoach weight in running order (+/- 5%)

2

4

4

3500

3500

3115

3153

3094

Towable weight

2500

2500

Fresh water tank capacity

100 L

100 L

Waste water tank capacity

90 L

90 L

✔

✔

Pre equipment for leisure battery
(battery supplied by the dealer)
Diesel heater & boiler
Gas heater
Boiler 10 L (gas) heater with electronic ignition

2+1*

2+1*

3115

3153

4000 W

-

4000 W

4000 W

-

4000 W

-

-

-

✔

-

-

✔

Upper berth

-

-

-

80 x 190 + 80 x 195

190 x 190

-

Upper berth

-

-

Dining area convertible in extra spare bed

O

-

O

O

Fridge gas/12V/230V

-

-

80 L

80 L

90 L

70 L

-

-

Twin bed
Electric drop down bed, 2 pers. (max. 250 kg)

Compressor fridge 12V/230V

Van DESIGNATION
- : Can’t be fitted on
✔ : Standard equipment / O: option
*Additional beds are available by converting the
dining area using the Trigano Service option
(1) According homologation

1st FIGURE
Length of the vehicle
5 = 5,... m
6 = 6,... m

V: VAN

3rd FIGURE

V697
2nd FIGURE
Version 1 to 9
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140-103

Rear bed type
0 = no fixed bed
4 = transverse bed
7 = twin beds

FIRST LINE
THE ESSENTIAL (AND MUCH MORE…)
 	 Engine 120 HP
 	 Exterior awning
 	 Solar panel (120 W)
 	 Manual cab air conditioning
 	 Driver and passenger airbag
 	 Cruise control and speed limiter
White
 	 Electric de-icing rearview mirrors
 	 Traction +: Improves the handling of the motorhome on difficult or low grip terrain
 	 16" alloy wheels
 	 Prewired speakers for cab radio
 	 Integrated DAB antenna
 	 Swivel seats in the cab, with double armrests and adjustable height
 	 Rear opening windows
 	 Electric step
 	 Bathroom with window
 	 Panoramic skylight
 	 Dining area table extension
 	 Exterior table stand
 	 100% LED lighting
 	 USB ports

Furniture Trendy

Fabrics Napoli

ROAD LINE VIP

AND MORE FEATURES

White

Lanzarote
grey (option)

Campovolo
grey (option)

Black
(option)

ROAD LINE PREMIUM

ROAD LINE VIP

AND MORE SOPHISTICATION
 	 Coded front bumper
 	 Cornering" Fog lights (the fog lights automatically turn when turning)
 	 Leather-encased steering wheel and gearshift
 	 Wraparound cab blinds
 	 Flat windows
 	 Bed System: easier mattress
and bed base storage in a van (V594S-V594)
 	 Foldable dinette table
 	 Wooden shower duck board
 	 Extra mirror
 	 Extra LED lighting
 	 Premium kitchen countertop
 	 Premium furniture and fabrics
 	 Premium outside decoration
White

Furniture Hermitage

Fabrics Pescara

Weight ready for use: empty weight ready for use
includes the driver’s weight (75 kg) and 20L (vans) / 1L
(motorhomes) clean water, 90% of fuel and 100% of gas.
The empty weights ready for use on the list take into
account only standard equipment upon shipment from
the factory. European regulations tolerate a difference
of +/- 5% on empty weight ready for use. The vehicle
maker reserves the right to modify.

Clean water reservoir capacity (approved for our
low profiles); capacity is 20L (vans) / 1L (motorhomes) , must comply with regulations wis up to
the user to adapt loads and the number of passengers to the vehicle’s loaded weight. To do this, clean
water reservoir capacity can be adjusted by the user
to avoid reducing the number of passengers.

 	 Engine 140 HP
 	 Maxi cab provides generous living space
 	 Cab seat covers with matching cushions
 	 Heating using vehicle fuel digitally programmed and used while on the road
 	 Large sliding kitchen drawers
 	 Rear additional storage (V594, V697)
 	 Wardrobe
 	 Flyscreen door
 	 Bathroom with folding partition (except V594S)
 	 Lighting on the outside
 	 VIP furniture and fabrics
 	 VIP outside decoration
 	 VPS insulation

Fabrics Bergamo

The optional “towing” equipment can in certain
cases change the number of passengers on the
car registration papers. Your dealer will be able to
give you more information.

You may be able to find certain heavy accessories
like large blinds or generators in the marketplace.
The weight of these accessories should be deducted
from the payload and could possibly lead to a reduction in the actual passenger numbers. It is therefore
important not to exceed the maximum loads on axles
and the technically acceptable loaded weight when
the vehicle is fully loaded.

FIRST LINE

Furniture Okasha

Visit our new site
www.chausson-motorhomes.com

Campovolo
grey (option)

Some models photographed in this catalogue may
be shown with equipment supplied as an option.
The characteristics of photographed models
may vary from one country to the next.Despite
the care taken in producing this catalogue, this
cannot be viewed as a contractual document.
Chausson reserves the right to modify its models
without prior notice. Chausson cannot be held
liable for any modifications made by its suppliers
nor typographical errors when printing these
documents. It is forbidden to reproduce, even
partially, text or document. Do not litter the public
highway.
Your retailer is at your disposal to advise you and
provide you with any additional information. Where
there are multilingual versions, the French text is
the binding version.

Lanzarote
grey (option)

Black
(option)

TRIGANO VDL
1, av. de Rochebonne - CS 69003
07302 Tournon-sur-Rhône Cedex - FRANCE
Tél. +33 (0)4 75 07 55 00
contact@chausson.tm.fr
Pictures: Ronan Kerloch, Sébastien Sassoulas
Design and layout: www.jourj.buzz
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